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The No Way Experience has the not at all modest goal of creating a musical dimension that does not exist. 
The hotel, the theater of this initiative, is the crossroads par excellence; 
it is the place where strangers not only meet, but rest from the travails of the reality that separates them. 

The hotel is also the scene that allows strangers to interact, 
to become familiar and, in some cases, even characters. 
Music follows the same path. 
At the crossroads we will trace in each of the programs, 
we will meet (musical) strangers far more distant than our audience. 
The song will meet the suite and improvisation will meet the loop; 
the sacred will meet the profane and insult will meet prayer; 
Dylan will sit at the table with Bach 
while we will walk alongside distant cultures and yet so extraordinarily close. 

This special crossroads will take no account of time. 
The living will meet the dead in a marvelous scandal of reason. 
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"...Interact...become familiar, 
character..."



The No Way Experience is not just a music festival, it is a true multisensory experience, because it touches every
moment of the day, making the audience a guest and friend. 
The No Way Experience is a place of encounter, everyday dialogue but out of the ordinary life. 
The No Way Experience is nature and cultural tours, informal musical gatherings, activities and concert events that
not only range across a wide variety of musical genres, but also differ in approach, time and location; guests are
immersed in an environment that is as stimulating as relaxing, helping them to disconnect from normality but also to
return to it, with new insights and awareness. 

The expression "No Way" has multiple meanings, it literally means no road, this is because The No Way Experience is
a totally innovative format, whose artists and guests discover its direction only by experiencing it; it is a format that
excludes the usual musical connections, characteristic of contemporaneity, by pursuing innovative paths in both
programming and interpretation. "No Way" means rejection but also surprise: we want to elevate error to an element
of human and artistic interest, we want to focus on the thrill of surprise that can only arise from true novelty.

WHAT IS 
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"...innovative paths..."



NWE AIMS 
This project was born from the need to find ways of interaction between audience and performers
that are more conscious of modernity. The excessive pandering or disregard for the parameters of
attention that we too often witness today produces flattening on the one hand and detachment on
the other, performance practice and artistic product becoming a standard that invalidates
authenticity. Rediscovering interpretation irrespective of praxis, recognizing the spectator an active
role that cannot be defined, as too often happens, in the student-teacher paradigm, breaking down
musical genre prejudices, promoting dialogue and awareness, rediscovering electronics in its
surprisingly human value, and rediscovering a human relationship between audience and
performer, are just some of the goals that The No Way Experience sets itself, goals of artistic and
social openness. 

"...performance practice and artistic product 
becoming a standard that invalidates authenticity..."
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The hotel Resort Villa Las Tronas stands on a small
promontory, a peninsula that juts out from the center of
the elegant city of Alghero (SAR) toward the sea,
surrounding the small castle with the characteristic
transparent water of the most picturesque Sardinian
locations. Villa Las Tronas is one of the most beautiful
five-star hotels in the region, 28 rooms each one
different from the other, outdoor and indoor pools, SPA,
fitness area, vegetarian and seafood restaurant, culinary
choices ecologically respectful of the territory, enhancing
it, even combining it with different traditions.

NWE LOCATION 
I Edition 
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NWE Daily Schedule 
I Edition May 3-6 2022

3|5|2022
-10.15am Private transfer privato airport-
hotel
-12.30am Lunch in the hotel
-6.00pm Festival presentation and artists
welcome
-6.30pm Talking Today
-7.30pm Aperi-Dinner

4|5|2022
- Breakfast
-10.00am  Guided tour of the 
historic center of Alghero 
-6.00 pm Music aperitif (N.P.) on Dances
-7.30pm Dinner in the hotel
-9.00pm Dances

5|5|2022
- Breakfast
-10.45am Departure by boat to the Caves
of Neptune 
-4.00pm Tony Hassler Around
Photography and set (U.N.)
-6.00pm Music aperitif (U.N.) on a
Portrait of an artist as a Young band
-7.30pm Dinner in the hotel
-9.00pm A Portrait of an artist as a
Young  band

6|5|2022
- Breakfast 
-09.30am tour in the Capo Caccia 
and Nuraghe Palmavera zone
-12.30am Lunch in the Hotel
-2.00pm Back to Bach
-3.00pm musical greeting by resident artists 
-4.00pm Transfer in private bus privato to
the airport

Participation in each event is not compulsory,
the hotel facilities are fully available to guests:
SPA, swimming pool, gym, beach, play area, bar. 

U.N. stands for unscheduled event, that is, not
included in the booklet given to guests. This is
to preserve the authenticity of the event, which
must maintain the same lightness as a meeting
as friends, an exchange rather than a lesson.

Alghero, Sardinia, Italy
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NWE Events 
I Edition 
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Talking Today "Between electronic sinuosities and folk suggestions
Between baroque echoes and modern songs
A dialogue about the future will arise spontaneously
Through words of the past and present"

 

3|5|2022            6pm
 

Concept
Electronic/Acoustic
50% Music 50% Word

Talking Today settles in between the standard concert and artistic
dialogue; audience actively participates in a talk that intersperses
musical moments whose main line arises not before but during the
event, giving unity to the program. The context is informal,
preparing/stimulating for the apericena that follows the event. 
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Performers
- Riccardo Acciarino, clarinet, 
sax, guitar, voice, electronics
- Sofia Goetz, violin, voice 
- Antonio La Spina, guitar
- Diego Petrella, piano

Music
B. Dylan, S. Reich, G.P. Telemann, H. I. F.
Biber, R. Acciarino, Traditional Indian
Raga, Traditional Bulgarian 



Musical Aperitif
4|5|2022   6pm

 
on Dances (U.N.) 
A journey among popular cultures from around the world, with short
musical examples interspersing the dialogue. The examples are fragments,
not full performances as in Talking Today.  

 

20% Music 80% Word
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Dances
4|5|2022   9pm

 

"Dances that welcome us
Dances that bring us
Hand in hand 
through the world"Concept

Acoustic - 90% Music 10% Word

Dances is the event that comes closest to the most popular idea of the
standard concert; the sophisticated concept and post-dinner evening time
create an elegant and formal atmosphere, contrasting with the musical
choices, which investigate popular styles within the cultured repertoire, an
explosion of different dances, timbres and cultures. 

Music
I. Albéniz, G. Gershwin, B. Bartok, B. Kovacs, M. Ravel, P. D’Rivera, A. Piazzolla, S. Nichifor 

Performers
-Sofia Goetz, Violino 

-Riccardo Acciarino, Clarinet 
-Diego Petrella, Piano



Around Photography
With Tony Hassler (U.N.) 
5|5|2022   4pm

 
A time for conversation and
photography with internationally
renowned photographer 
Tony Hassler. 
A photographic set is also
organised, where guests can
choose to have a professional
portrait taken.

Tony Hassler is also the official
photographer and graphic
designer of NWE.
http://www.tonyhassler.com/
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Musical Aperitif
on A Portraitof an Artist as a Young Band (U.N.) 

5|5|2022 6pm
 

100% Word
A further moment of togetherness, this time without musical examples, to
preserve the surprise of the event, a prelude then to the performance of an
unpublished composition written especially for The No Way Experience. The
focus of the dialogue is on the two composers/performers, their musical
vision, writing and performance techniques, and the role of the young
composer in contemporary society

 A Portrait of an Artist 

 

6|5|2022 9pm
 "A dance, a song, Dowland as Dylan.

A suite, an album, Bach as the Beatles.
A festival, a ritual, a goat as a Divinity.
What we seek is the whole. En to Pan.
Or: caprification, tremendous power of
germination."

as a Young Band

 

Concept Electronic
100% Music (50% word in form of song)

A brand new composition, a
modern suite, a mystical journey
between ancient and pop culture,
where suite and album meet.

 

Performers
-Antonio La Spina, voice, guitar, electronics 

-Maurizio Tedde, voice, bass, electronics
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Back to Bach
6|5|2022   2pm

 Concept Acoustic
100% Music

"A sonorization of space
An installation in space
A goodbye from space"

 
A final event in which all the elements that characterized the previous
performances meet in the music of J. S. Bach, the players are placed at
different points in the space creating a spatialized acoustic but not electronic
sound environment; movements from the German composer's partitas and
suites converse, a new suite arises from the alternation of the dances, in this
dialogue the music replaces the element of the grammatical word, which for
the first time is totally absent.
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Performers
Diego Petrella, Antonio La Spina, Piano
Riccardo Acciarino, Bass Clarinet
Sofia Goetz, Violino

Music
Cello suite n. 2 in D minor, BWV 1008 -
Partita in D major, BWV 828B Violin partita
in D minor, BWV 1004 - French Overture
BWV 831



NWE TEAM 
I Edition HEADS

Riccardo Sofia Antonio 
Art Direction, Coordination

Clarinet, Bass Clarinet, Sax, Voice,
Electronics, Guitar

Acciarino Goetz La Spina
Guest, Organization and
Communication Responsible

Violin, Voice

Location and Displacements Responsible

Piano, Guitar, Voice, Composition,
Electronics
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Diego Petrella

Maurizio Tedde

Piano

Bass, Voice, Composition, Electronics

Tony 
Hassler

Photograpy, Graphics

Silvia 
Rastelli

Artworks

NWE TEAM 
I Edition GUESTS
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NWE PARTNERSHIPS 
I Edition 

Internationally renowned artist
Silvia Rastelli has chosen to
support The No Way Experience
by providing artwork of her own
for the festival graphics, a
contribution that reinforces the
multicultural soul of the
experience.
http://www.silviarastelli.it/

The Amici della Musica Association
supported the initiative by proposing it
to members and helping with travel
arrangements, tours and the
bureaucratic aspect.
https://www.amicidellamusicamilano.it/

The No Way Experience has entered
into an agreement with the Luigi
Canepa Conservatory of Sassari for
reduced tickets for students to attend
festival events.
http://www.conservatorio.sassari.it/

The Zurich School of Commons
Association supports Riccardo Acciarino
and Sofia Goetz's research project of
which The No Way Experience is object
of analysis and research.
https://www.schoolofcommons.org/

The No Way Experience could not exist
without the support and collaboration
of Hotel Villa Las Tronas in Alghero,
Sardinia, Italy.
https://www.hotelvillalastronas.it/it/inde
x.php
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NWE INFO 
I Edition 

COSTS
the first edition of The No Way Experience was totally self-funded.
An overview of costs per person follows.

Staying Guests
PARTICIPATION FEE (in double room): €1,200
- Single supplement: €150
- Sea view supplement: €250 (double room)
Fee includes:
Concerts, musical aperitifs, full access to every service of the hotel such as
SPA, swimming pool, gym, common and play areas, etc.
Milan-Alghero-Milan airfare, including luggage
3 nights' accommodation with breakfast - Hotel Resort Las Tronas*****
4 meals in the hotel's seafood or vegetarian restaurant
3 aperitifs
3 half-day guided tour
Private transfer to and from Alghero airport, local transfers
medical insurance (including Covid lawsuit)

FULL EVENT TICKET: €15.00
REDUCED EVENT TICKET: €5.00

FEEDBACK
The No Way Experience team gathered extremely positive
feedback following the experience, feedback based on both
personal feedback and response to a specially drafted
concluding survey; the (anonymous) responses can be viewed
upon request.

CONTACTS
For information, clarifications and questions, please contact
Riccardo Acciarino (head of The No Way Experience)
riccardo.acciarino@hotmail.it
+39 3316232426
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